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Prof. Dr. Hub Zwart 
Erasmus University Rotterdam

The GRRIP project has been a unique journey in many ways, but primarily because
of its focus on actual institutional change on the level of research organisations in
the marine sector. For that reason, the term Odyssey comes to mind. In recent
years, many authors have argued that, in order to foster the societal impact and
relevance of science, and to strengthen public trust in science, research should
become participatory and inclusive: more sensitive to societal needs and
concerns. Yet, whereas much of the discourse on Responsible Research and
Innovation addressed the challenges involved on a more generic methodological
and conceptual level, the GRRIP project fleshes out what this implies concretely
and how such concepts and values work out in practice, in the area of marine
research. What it also unique is that it has been a mutual learning process, a
journey, involving multiple disciplines and types of organisations.

RRI in marine science has some specific characteristics,
which is why marine research represents an interesting
area for exploring the opportunities and challenges of RRI.
First of all, marine research tends to trigger significant
involvement from public audiences interested in issues
such as marine life forms, marine biodiversity, and
sustainability. Marine life is not only an issue of broad
societal involvement. It is also an area where many forms
of knowledge come together: scientific knowledge, but
also practical knowledge (e.g., of professionals involved
in the fishery), experiential knowledge, citizen science,
knowledge gained by journalists and NGOs, etc. 

An important question has been whether the RRI concept
has meaning beyond the six RRI pillars or keys (Ethics,
Science Education, Gender Equality, Open Access,
Governance and Public Engagement). In other words,
should these keys be addressed separately, or are they
linked somehow, in the sense that the whole is more than
a mere sum of the parts. If addressed separately, the
focus will likely be on concrete practical measures to
achieve quantitative change (e.g., increasing the
percentage of gender diversity among staff members, or
increasing the number of public engagement events). RRI
as a concept, however, envisions qualitative change, a
change in ethos or research culture, which requires a
mutual learning process of longer duration. In the context
of such a qualitative change, open access, for instance,
becomes more than increasing the number of open
access publications (quantitative change). Rather, it
comes to mean inclusive research, a form of research
which is open to the views, experiences, and insights of
others, using interaction with society as a source of
information and inspiration to strengthen not only the
relevance, but also the quality and external validity of the
research.

This evidently requires institutional change, notably
concerning the ways in which performance of staff
members is assessed and rewarded because, for a
more comprehensive concept of RRI to work, RRI (as
a time-consuming a challenging process) must
become part of the modus operandi of science, so
that interaction with society becomes part of the
research methodology. In other words, in terms of the
Odyssey metaphor, the keys should not be seen as
separate islands, but as interconnected stations. 

While the journeys of pioneers (in our case, the sites
involved in the GRRIP consortium) are hazardous and
demanding, they prepare the ground for a different
kind of science, less competitive and less focussed
on performance metrics, with a stronger orientation
on responsibility, acknowledging that interaction
takes time. Ana Brito e Melo, of WavEC Offshore
Renewables, in her interview in this newsletter
reiterates this, and emphasises mutual learning and
experience sharing, and the importance of spending
time and effort for continuous dialogue with diverse
actors and involving them in the research process. To
use a phrase coined by philosopher of science Isabel
Stengers: the concept of responsibility means that
science should slow down. Slow science moves away
from the high pace of research as a competitive
scientific enterprise, and endorses forms of research
that are more interactive, responsive, and reflexive.
The GRRIP project was an example of this, because it
meant: taking time for reflection and retrospection,
learning from experience through dialogue,
contributing to RRI by actually practicing it. 
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What motivated WavEC to be part of 
the GRRIP project?
Clearly the first motivating factor was the opportunity to collaborate with a partner – MaREI -
with whom WavEC already has a long history of joint research and sharing of experiences in
the area of   marine renewable energies. But the challenge this time was different: a topic more
related to the social sciences, which we found quite interesting.
WavEC is by nature socially responsible and many of the projects and activities implemented
at WavEC follow the good practices of RRI, however without being aware of the RRI concept.
So, GRRIP was seen as a good way to reinforce these practices, assuring all dimensions of RRI
are well understood and implemented at WavEC by staff at different levels, from daily routines
to institutional values and strategies. In particular, the collaboration with other organisations,
partners of the projects – the case studies – was expected to certainly bring additional
benefits in terms of sharing experiences and discussing different perspectives. 

Ana Brito e Melo 
Senior Advisor and Head
of Strategic Studies,
WavEC

Can you provide some details of specific actions related to RRI
implementation within WavEC?
I can mention a few examples. Implementation of regular meetings of WavEC staff introduced reflective and critical thinking on
the RRI elements; preparation of a Gender Balance Plan to raise awareness of all staff on this issue, recognising that gender
balance drives a better working environment; structuring internal monitoring procedures and nominating individuals to assure
that RRI is promoted at WavEC, and the evolution and benefits are evaluated. 

WavEC organised its annual seminar, in collaboration with the
Embassy of Spain, on 10th November 2022, in Lisbon, Portugal,
and discussed the prospects of offshore wind development on the
Iberian coast, supply chain and innovative marine energy projects.
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What supporting factors exist
in WavEC to engage with wider
societal stakeholders?
At WavEC there is a considerable amount of
communication activities with societal stakeholders in a
variety of forms. This is mainly supported by the
European demonstration projects in which WavEC is
involved in, and very often responsible for the tasks
related to stakeholder engagement. Over the years there
has been a natural understanding that stakeholder
engagement is a process to influence the acceptability of
marine energy projects among groups directly affected
by them. We are fully aware that openness and
transparency are important conditions for trust and so
we have been trying to adapt our communication to the
needs of different audiences. For instance, for projects in
the sea, a successful stakeholder engagement facilitates
the permitting process and ultimately reduces the
potential negative impacts. Therefore these activities are
encouraged at WavEC whenever the organisation is
involved in a demonstration project in Portugal. 

What are the biggest barriers to
wider stakeholder engagement
for WavEC?
The barriers for wider stakeholder engagement are
mainly related to the different approaches and
communication tools necessary to engage with different
groups and the coordinated effort and human resources
that are needed to interact with all actors. In a small
organisation like WavEC this is a major difficulty. Also,
new interaction techniques need to be developed and
implemented in response to indications that a more
participatory approach is needed.

How did WavEC benefit from
the societal engagement
workshop?
The benefits can be seen in the context of WavEC’s
communication with policy makers and sustainability
management. In this context, these workshops
contributed to bringing societal perspectives on board
and above all gave us the perspective that societal
engagement has to be a continuous process to enhance
its results, rather than a single event or sets of single
events.

Did any future collaborations 
or research ideas or meetings 
emerge as a result of WavEC’s 
involvement from the project?
Not yet, but we are confident that such collaborations
will happen because the RRI topic gained interest at
WavEC. There is much more openness now to the
questions raised by GRRIP, in particular, the concept
that all societal stakeholders are needed in the
innovation process and realising the importance of
encouraging more collaboration and shared
responsibility for the development of products and
services.

What are your personal 
highlights of the GRRIP 
project?

·Awareness that RRI refers to engaging the public
in the research process to better align the goals
and outcomes of research with the needs of
society. 

·Understanding the need for being in continuous
dialogue with diverse actors and involving them in
our research projects beyond just being a
participant. 

·The need to continuously improve the mutual
sharing of expertise and experiences for a better
research process and research outcomes. 

I summarise three key points:



WavEC, created in 2003 as a non-profit private
organisation, has been dedicated to the development and
promotion of marine renewable energies and
corresponding supporting technologies. More recently, it
has expanded the scope of its activities to new and
emerging areas - offshore aquaculture, hydrogen
production and storage and ocean monitoring - in the
context associated with decarbonisation, digitalization,
and circularity. 

The team at WavEC is composed of 20 specialists with a
broad range of experience in ocean renewable energy,
including both technical (numerical modeling, wave
resource, site selection, monitoring, technology) and non-
technical (economic modelling, environmental impacts,
legislation and licensing, public policies, dissemination,
public outreach) subjects.

WavEC acts as an intermediary organization between
science and industry, bringing together an extensive
network of partners and customers, and is recognized
nationally and internationally as a center of excellence in
its field of activity. To be able to carry out its activity within
the larger context of sustainable development, WavEC has
sought to have a wide range of skills and expertise in the
technological, economic, environmental, and social
domains. 

It is along these lines that WavEC has been successful in
developing and increasing its Research and Development
(R&D) activities and providing support for the development
of new products and services. WavEC has a large portfolio
of European and national collaborative projects due to its
multidisciplinary team and approach, international
presence, proximity to companies, and its ability to develop
strategic partnerships.

PARTNER 
PROFILE
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Pursuing collaborative research and development
projects, 
Providing scientific and technological consultancy
services, 
Facilitating advanced training of its staff, 
Monitoring and promotion of Public Policies, and 
Promotion and dissemination of technology and
market opportunities.

WavEC creates value in five main ways: 



The GRRIP project has overseen the creation and
implementation of up to 30 institutional change
interventions related to the RRI pillars – gender equality
(also, equality, diversity and inclusion), science
communication and education, ethics and research
integrity, open access, public engagement, and governance
in the five research organisations. This has been achieved
with the help of seven RRI expert partners in the GRRIP
consortium. Representatives of the Quadruple Helix (higher
educational institutes, private sector, government, and civil
society) have been engaged in this project at various
stages and in different research and innovation aspects.

Gordon Dalton, GRRIP Project Coordinator, welcomed the
participants and invited them to join the GRRIP Community
within the MARINA platform, one of the outputs of the
GRRIP Project and a legacy resource for anyone interested
in RRI. The European Commission Policy Officer, Georgios
Papanagnou, delivered the keynote address at the
conference. Seven different sessions with more than 35
presentations in total gave all attendees an overview of the
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) initiatives and
the GRRIP project’s outputs. 
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The GRRIP project held its final project conference in Gran Canaria on December 1-2, 2022 and assembled around 60
participants (in person at the PLOCAN premises and online). Ten representatives from academia, government, marine and
maritime industry, with citizens, participated in the conference. The GRRIP project worked on embedding sustainable
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) practices in four research performing organisations (RPOs) and one dual-
function RPO and research funding organisation (RFO) (total 5 RPOs&RFO) in the marine and maritime sector to achieve
institutional and cultural change. The project officially ended in December 2022. 

https://www.marina-platform.eu/login
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Representatives from several European Union funded projects, such as
SuperMORRI, NewHoRRIzon, GRACE, Co-Change, UNIC CityLabs, HEIDI,
presented experiences from their projects in the closing event in sessions
dedicated to: 

Luciano d'Andrea - Knowledge & Innovation Srls, presented
on “Self-assessment analysis of research organisations
from an RRI perspective”. Cristina Borrás shared the
details of the self-tailored RRI Roadmap for implementing
RRI in AGAUR (Agency for Management of University and
Research Grants) and the experiences from the
implementation.

Stéphanie Gauttier, from Grenoble Ecole de Management,
Ingeborg Meijer, Leiden University and Erich Griessler,
Institute for Advance Studies, Vienna talked about the
barriers and enablers of RRI related institutional changes.

Alice Sheppard from University College London shared her
experiences of involving citizens in research.  Erich
Griessler explicated the insights gained from using social
labs as a means of involving stakeholders, whereas Anne
Loeber from Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam shared the
rationale behind the approach adopted for RRI
implementation evaluation in the NewHoRRIzon project,
and the results of the evaluation.

Ildiko Ipolyi shared her insights of RRI institutional change
in the European Science Foundation under the aegis of the
GRACE project. Mila Grahovac shared about the activities
for institutionalising the RRI keys of gender equality and
open access at the Department of Agriculture, University of
Novi Sad. Donia Lasinger presented the strategies, policies
and plans adopted for open science and gender equality
and highlights of the process of developing these at the
Vienna Science and Technology Fund. Martin Galvin
shared the journey of making civic and community
engagement as part of University College Cork’s mission
and strategy and its integration in research and learning.

Assessing RRI status at institutions; 
Designing and selecting RRI-related interventions; 
Implementing RRI: “A” Discussion on barriers to, and opportunities
for, institutional change; 
Multi-stakeholder engagement in research & innovation; 
Evaluating RRI implementation; 
Stories of RRI implementation in organisations; and 
Launch of marine and maritime RRI community

https://super-morri.eu/
https://newhorrizon.eu/
http://grace-rri.eu/
https://cochangeproject.eu/
https://www.unic.eu/en/city-labs
https://heidiproject.eu/


A number of key takeaways emerged from the discussions and will be important
considerations in future RRI-related institutional activities. Specifically, the concept of
RRI needs to be made more intuitive for “non-experts”. Conceptual clarity is critical, as
too much terminology and jargon limits progress despite goodwill to undertake
necessary actions. 

The participants were of the view that RRI implementation requires continuous and
dedicated political and financial support from the macro-level at national and
European levels so that RRI can withstand evolving policy trends.

Moreover, typical of organisational change projects, where many change plans are
plagued with scope naivety, overestimation of the organisation’s capacities, improper
allocation of resources, and resistance to change, GRRIP faced similar issues as did
other projects present in the conference 

Awareness of RRI within the organisation was viewed as one of the main reasons for
successful institutional change and this also helped to ensure sustainability.
Dialogue, reflection, and experience sharing within and beyond organisations were
also felt to be crucial. Finally, it was noted that embedding RRI in institutions is a long
process, and in essence is transition management at strategic and operational levels,
including people from senior and grass-roots levels to ensure sustainable changes. 
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